
Whether you’re at the office late to meet 
deadlines or an early bird who shows up  
before the sun does, a remote escort gives 
you secure coverage when you are entering  
or exiting your property. That can be a  
particular comfort when you have to cross  
a deserted parking lot or garage. When a 
Securitas operator gets the request, they scan 
the premises around an entrance to make 
sure there is no suspicious activity before  
giving the all-clear. 

To be extra certain no one tries anything,  
they can also announce over a loudspeaker 
that the premises are being monitored by  
Securitas in real-time. If an incident seems 
about to happen, they can use the  
loudspeaker to ward off trouble by  
announcing the police are on their way. 

   Peace of mind for employees 

  Positive message that you take their  
safety seriously

  Safer for after hours staff like delivery 
workers and cleaning crews or employees 
working late 

  Prevent incidents and the costly fallout 
they cause

  Cost effective – personal protection  
without a security officer presence

  Simplify incident follow-up with  
documented evidence for insurance/ 
legal proceedings

  Access to cutting edge technology with  
no major new investment

  Part of a comprehensive service portfolio
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Remote Escorts
Feel safe at any hour

Get a personal escort any time you need one without a round-the-clock security 
officer presence. Remote escorts from Securitas are a smart way to prevent  
incidents and give your employees peace of mind in any potentially risky situation.



How remote escorts work 

  All-inclusive service package

  Expert guidance in choosing ideal  
equipment and placement

  Use existing equipment or new fixed,  
thermal and/or Pan Tilt Zoom cameras

  Cameras connected to a Securitas  
monitoring centre

  High resolution cameras give operators 
clear overview

  Operators provide look-out in sensitive 
situations, like when transferring  
goods or crossing empty parking lot  
late at night

  Ready to immediately send help should it 
be necessary

  Speaker system for verbal intervention 
(optional)

Partner network brings together  
industry’s best
Securitas has global agreements with some 
of the security industry’s top innovators.  
This allows us to deliver the best possible 
technology and services in simple,  
cost-effective packages. Some of our key 
partners are Milestone Systems and Axis  
Communications. 

The industry’s most advanced portfolio  
of security services
Remote video solutions managed by  
Securitas give you state-of-the-art security  
in innovative and cost-effective service  
packages. Cutting edge cameras and software  
create real-time security that prevents incidents, 
optimizes security officers’ time and reduces 
costs – no new investment required. 

Remote video solutions cover patrolling, 
escorts, alarm verification, entry/exit  
management, perimeter protection, business 
intelligence applications and more. And since 
our agreements always include proactive 
upgrading, security is one challenge you can 
rest assured is covered.

“Operators can use the  
loudspeaker to ward off  
trouble by announcing the 
police are on their way”
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A worldwide leader
Securitas is a global knowledge leader in security. From a broad range of services that include specialized guarding, 
technology solutions and expert consultation, we customize offerings that are suited to the individual customer’s 
needs. Everywhere from small stores to airports, our 300,000 employees are out there making a difference. 


